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Direct formation of supermassive black holes via
multi-scale gas inflows in galaxy mergers
L. Mayer1, S. Kazantzidis2,3, A. Escala4,5 & S. Callegari1

Observations of distant quasars indicate that supermassive black
holes of billions of solar masses already existed less than a billion
years after the Big Bang1. Models in which the ‘seeds’ of such black
holes form by the collapse of primordial metal-free stars2,3 cannot
explain the rapid appearance of these supermassive black holes
because gas accretion is not sufficiently efficient4–6. Alternatively,
these black holes may form by direct collapse of gas within isolated
protogalaxies7,8, but current models require idealized conditions,
such as metal-free gas, to prevent cooling and star formation from
consuming the gas reservoir9–11. Here we report simulations show-
ing that mergers between massive protogalaxies naturally produce
the conditions for direct collapse into a supermassive black hole
with no need to suppress cooling and star formation. Merger-
driven gas inflows give rise to an unstable, massive nuclear gas disk
of a few billion solar masses, which funnels more than 108 solar
masses of gas to a sub-parsec-scale gas cloud in only 100,000 years.
The cloud undergoes gravitational collapse, which eventually leads
to the formation of a massive black hole. The black hole can sub-
sequently grow to a billion solar masses on timescales of about 108

years by accreting gas from the surrounding disk.
To grow into the billion-solar-mass supermassive black holes that

power bright quasars at redshift z < 6, the hundred-solar-mass black-
hole seeds produced by the collapse of primordial metal-free (popu-
lation III) stars at z . 15 (refs 2, 9, 10) need to accrete steadily at or
above the Eddington rate3. However, such high accretion rates cannot
be maintained because the ionized gas surrounding the seeds has very
low densities4, with radiative feedback from accretion and radiation
pressure exacerbating the problem of the inefficient gas capture5,6,12.
Dynamical effects, such as the expulsion of a black hole from the host
halo owing to asymmetric emission of gravitational waves in mergers
(the ‘‘gravitational rocket’’) can further stifle the growth of the
seeds3,13. In the alternative model, direct collapse7–10,14, efficient out-
ward transport of angular momentum by gravitational torques15–17,
gravito-driven turbulence18, or magneto-rotational instability19 in iso-
lated protogalactic disks8,10,16 or primordial halos11,20 can in principle
accumulate enough gas at their centres to produce seeds exceeding
105 solar masses (M8). Such massive seeds should be able to grow
rapidly to a billion solar masses3. However, gas would be converted
into stars faster than it is driven to the centre16,20. Hence it is necessary
to invoke primordial metal-free gas and dissociation of the star-form-
ing molecular gas phase by the cosmic ultraviolet background in order
to suppress cooling and star formation8,10,16,21. Yet recent calculations
show that the metals readily produced by the early generations of stars
are sufficient to trigger efficient cooling and star formation9.
Therefore, whether or not protogalaxies ever met the conditions
required for direct supermassive black-hole formation is still a puzzle.

Until now, direct collapse scenarios were limited to considering gas
inflows in isolated objects. On the contrary, in the accepted picture of

hierarchical structure formation, protogalaxies grow primarily
through rapid and repeated mutual interactions and mergers21,22. In
mergers between galaxies of comparable mass—the so-called ‘‘major
mergers’’—tidal torques and shock dissipation are capable of driving
most of the gas content of galaxies from kiloparsec scales down to scales
of several tens of parsecs at rates as high as 100 M8 per year despite
the concurrent high star-formation rates23,24. If such prodigious gas
inflows could continue all the way down to the very centre of the
merger remnant they could provide the natural conditions for direct
supermassive black-hole formation. Addressing this issue requires a
three-dimensional simulation following gas dynamics across an unpre-
cedented range of spatial scales, from tens of kiloparsecs to below a
parsec, which has been computationally too demanding until now.

We begin by performing a merger simulation between two identical
disk galaxies with moderate amounts of gas, several kiloparsecs in size
and embedded in 1012 M8 cold-dark-matter halos (see Supplemen-
tary Information). The mass of the dark halos is consistent with that
inferred for the hosts of high-redshift quasars on the basis of their
number densities3,5,22. The two galaxies are placed on a parabolic orbit
whose parameters are consistent with those found in cosmological
simulations23,24. We employ the technique of smoothed particle
hydrodynamics, modelling the galaxy collision with radiative cooling,
star formation and a temperature floor at 20,000 K to mimic non-
thermal pressure due to turbulence in the interstellar medium (see
Supplementary Information).

The two merging galaxies undergo two close encounters as dynamical
friction against their extended halos erodes their orbital energy. When
the two baryonic cores are separated by six kiloparsecs and begin their
last orbit before the final impact we perform particle splitting in the gas
component within a volume 30 kiloparsecs in size (see Supplementary
Information). As a result, we increase our gas mass resolution eightfold
and simultaneously decrease the gravitational softening, achieving a
spatial resolution of a tenth of a parsec (see Supplementary Informa-
tion). In this refined calculation we adopt an effective equation of state
that accounts for the net balance between cooling and heating25. A
lower-resolution unrefined simulation shows that during the final
collision the star formation peaks at about 30 M8 per year over about
108 years (ref. 23). Motivated by this, we chose an equation of state with
an effective adiabatic index c in the range 1.1–1.4, which is appropriate
for interstellar gas heated by a major starburst26, with solar metallicity as
suggested by the abundance analysis of the high-redshift quasars 27 (see
Supplementary Information).

The final collision of the two galactic cores produces a massive
turbulent rotating nuclear disk with a mass of about two billion M8

and a radius of about 80 pc. The disk is born in an unstable configura-
tion, with a prominent two-armed spiral pattern imprinted by the col-
lision and sustained by its own strong self-gravity (Fig. 1). The gas has
a high turbulent velocity (,100 km s21) maintained by gravitational
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instability18 and rotates at a speed of several hundred kilometres per
second within 50 pc. The disk is stable against fragmentation (see
Supplementary Fig. 4) but the strong spiral pattern swiftly transports
mass inward and angular momentum outward (see Supplementary
Information). About 10,000 years after the merger is completed more
than 20% of the disk mass (at least 5|108M8) has already accumu-
lated within the central few parsecs (Fig. 2) where the inflow rate peaks
at over 104M8 per year (see Supplementary Fig. 3), orders of mag-
nitude above inflow rates in isolated protogalaxies10,16,17,20.

The gas funnelled to the central region (2–3 parsecs) of the nuclear
disk settles into a rotating, pressure-supported cloud. The density of
the cloud continuously increases as it gains mass from the inflow
until it becomes Jeans unstable and collapses to sub-parsec scales
on the local dynamical time of 1,000 years (Fig. 1). The supermassive
cloud contains around 13% of the disk mass (*2:6|108M8)
(Fig. 2). The simulation is stopped once the central cloud has con-
tracted to a size comparable to the spatial resolution limit. At this
point the cloud is still Jeans unstable. With greater resolution its
collapse should continue because the equation of state would become
essentially isothermal at even higher densities27. With its steep density
profile (r < r2a, with a . 2, where r is the radius of the cloud and r is
its density), at radii as small as a thousandth of a parsec the cloud
would be as massive and dense as a quasi-star that can collapse
directly into a massive black hole9. Alternatively, the cloud could
collapse into a supermassive star on its free-fall timescale, which
would later produce a black hole of comparable mass20.

The formation of the collapsing cloud occurs in just 100,000 years
after the completion of the merger, a timescale much shorter than the
108 years needed to convert most of the nuclear gas into stars during
the starburst (see Supplementary Information). Therefore the merger-
driven gas collapse overcomes the major difficulty of previous direct
collapse models in isolated protogalaxies: such models were forced to
suppress star formation owing to much weaker inflows10,16,20. The
rapid accumulation of more than 108M8 of gas in the central parsec
is confirmed by a complementary simulation which incorporates star
formation (see Supplementary Information and Supplementary Figs 1
and 2).

Assuming that the nuclear disk forms stars with an efficiency of
about 30%, the upper limit deduced from observation and models of
star-forming molecular clouds26, a gas mass in excess of a billion M8 is
available to feed the black hole despite the concurrent starburst.
Considering Eddington-limited accretion28 a seed black hole weighing

only 105M8, and hence forming out of less than 1% of the super-
massive cloud, can grow to a billion M8 in as little as 3.6 3 108 years
(see Supplementary Information), explaining the rapid appearance of
bright quasars if the merger takes place at z < 7–8. In the concordance
WMAP5 cosmology, 1012M8 galaxies would correspond to fairly
high-density peaks collapsing at z < 7–8 (ref. 5), 4 to 5s, where s is
the root-mean-square variation of the cosmological density field). At
z . 6 at least one major merger between galaxies this massive is
expected22. At such early epochs the galaxy merger would take place
on a timescale much shorter than a billion years owing to the higher
densities and shorter orbital timescales of cold-dark-matter halos
compared to the present time29 (see Supplementary Information).
Finally, kiloparsec-scale rotating disks of stars and gas such as those
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Figure 1 | Time evolution of the nuclear gas disk
from its formation until the onset of central
collapse. The surface density maps of the nuclear
disk are shown at large scales (a–c, top) and small
scales (a–c, bottom). Particles are colour-coded
on a logarithmic scale with brighter colours in
regions of higher density. The density ranges
from 2 3 104 to 108 M8 per square parsec (upper
panels) and from 2 3 106 to 2 3 1010 M8 per
square parsec (lower panels). The time of the
merger is defined as the time at which the two
density peaks associated with the merging
galactic cores are no longer distinguishable. For
reference, the disk orbital time at ,20 pc is
5 3 104 years, while at 1 pc it is ,4 3 103 years.
Global spiral modes, in particular the two-armed
spiral initially triggered by the final collision
between the two cores, are evident at scales of tens
of parsecs (top panels of a and b) and cause the
mass increase in the central parsec region
(bottom panels) that allows the collapse into a
massive central cloud (bottom panels of b and c).
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Figure 2 | Evolution of the mass distribution of the nuclear region. a, The
cumulative gas mass profile at scales of tens of parsecs is shown. b, The
cumulative gas mass profile within the inner few parsecs is displayed.
Profiles are normalized to the total gas mass within the radius of the nuclear
disk (100 pc). The disk radius is determined from the sharp drop in the
nuclear gas density distribution. The black, red and blue curves in each panel
correspond to the mass profile at the indicated times after the merger, these
being the same snapshots used in Fig. 1. Mass redistribution occurs as spiral
arms (at scales of tens of parsecs) push mass inward and shed angular
momentum outwards, gradually leading to an increasing mass
concentration in the very central region (blue line in b) and,
correspondingly, a flattening of the mass distribution at scales of tens of
parsecs (blue line in a). This triggers the Jeans collapse of the central inner
few parsecs into a supercloud containing ,13% of the total disk mass, which
manifests as a strong flattening of the profile at parsec scales as the cloud
absorbs a large fraction of the mass in that region (red line in b).
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that we have assumed in our initial conditions should already be
present in halos with masses exceeding 1011M8 at z . 4 (ref. 17).

Additional numerical experiments show that galaxies with masses
a few times 1011M8 can develop an inflow even stronger than that in
our reference simulation with 1012M8 galaxies (see Supplementary
Information and Supplementary Figs 2 and 5). This can be under-
stood in terms of the factors that determine the spiral instability in
the nuclear disk, namely its density and temperature. At a few times
1011M8 the gaseous components of the galaxies are still prominent
enough to produce a dense self-gravitating nuclear disk after the
galaxy merger, but such a disk is colder and thus even more unstable
to spiral modes than is our reference simulation. The shock heating
during the final collision between the two galaxies is lower because
the orbital energy dissipated into thermal energy by the shock
decreases as the mass of the merging galaxies decreases (see Sup-
plementary Information). Therefore our direct collapse mechanism
could have produced massive black-hole seeds in galaxies that were
more common than the high-s peaks hosting the bright quasars at
z . 6, including the most massive progenitors of our own Milky Way
(see Supplementary Information). On the contrary, we find that in
merging galaxies with masses well below 1011M8 the inflow is too
weak to trigger the gravitational collapse of the central region. The
light nuclear disk that forms has a very low gas surface density that
cannot support a strong spiral instability despite the fact that shock
heating at the final impact is also low. This is consistent with the
absence of massive black holes in dwarf galaxies.

The exact galaxy mass threshold between the two regimes of
unstable and stable nuclear disks will depend on the detailed balance
between radiative cooling and heating in the gas, and on the com-
peting effect of gas outflows from supernovae explosions. Recent
results showing that in galaxies with masses of a few tens of billions
of M8 supernovae-driven gas outflows prevail over merger-driven
gas inflows30 strengthen our conclusion that formation of massive
black-hole seeds by direct collapse would not occur at low galaxy
masses.

Large deviations from the local MBH–slos relation21 (where MBH is
the mass of the black hole and slos is the line-of-sight stellar velocity
dispersion of the central stellar spheroid) should be expected at high
redshift as the black-hole mass grows faster than that of its host galaxy
in our scenario. At low redshift our formation mechanism should be
suppressed as pre-existing supermassive black-holes in the two merging
galaxies release energy into the surrounding medium, preventing
instabilities and inflows in the nuclear disk, while light seed black holes
formed at higher redshift from the collapse of a population III star
would not hamper direct collapse owing to their modest energetic
feedback on the gas (see Supplementary Information).

Future gravitational wave experiments such as the Laser Inter-
ferometer Space Antenna (LISA) will be able to test for the existence
of a population of black holes that had a ‘jump start’ by probing the
mass distribution of merging black holes as a function of redshift.
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